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National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology (NIMH) (www.meteo.bg) 
at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences is the official hydrometeorological 
service in Bulgaria and was established in February 1890 

Main activities: operational and research 

- Hydrological and meteorological observations 

- Data processing, storage and updating  

- Meteorological forecasts  www.weather.bg   

- Hydrological forecasts www.hydro.bg  

NIMH structure - Central Office in Sofia and 4 Regional Centers  

NIMH is a member of international organizations and projects – WMO, 
EUMETSAT, ECMWF, EFAS ……. 
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Flash floods are rapidly developing extreme events that cause sudden 
flooding in small river watersheds. Usually these floods occur within six 
hours or less after extreme events associated with heavy rainfall. 
These floods can occur in small areas that are normally dry and without 
river network, as well as in urban areas. 

Methodology for determining the meteorological conditions necessary 
for the occurrence of flash floods  

• Determine the amount of rainfall which occurs within 1, 3 and 6 hours  

• Methods for forecasting intense rainfall 
 regional hydrodynamic model with high resolution - ALADIN - BG - 
forecast within 72 hours 
 weather forecaster confirms or not the existence of conditions 
hazardous intensive rainfall 

First stage  
The products from Black Sea and Middle East Flash 
Flood Guidance System  
and Flash flood forecasts from EFAS 
are used together with the information for intensive 
precipitation from ALADIN-Bulgaria and specified 
thresholds for intensive precipitation  



Forecasted mean accumulated precipitation in 
19:00 UTC on 25.05.2016 ALADIN BG 
2505201606 

The forecasted a maximum accumulated precipitation for 3 hours 
ALADIN BG 2505201606  



To assess the possible dangerous intensity of 1 hour, 3 hours and 6 
hours accumulated precipitation are defined categories. These categories 
will be further specified. 

Forecasted mean precipitation for each watershed with 
ALADIN-Bulgaria in 13 UTC (16:00 local time) on 11.10 
2015  

Measured distributed mean precipitation for each 
watershed in 13 UTC (16:00 local time) on 11.10 2015 



Second stage  - use and testing the rational method to assess the maximum 
flow at the outlet of each watershed. The aim of the proposed approach is to 
create a simple but effective tool that can be used in the GIS environment.  

 

Runoff coefficient  C 

Rational Equation 
Q = C X I X A 
Where: 
Q - Peak discharge [ m3/s]  
C - Runoff coefficient  
I - Rainfall intensity mm/h  
A - Watershed area  [km2] 



Third stage - includes application of physically - based fully distributed hydrological 
model TOPKAPI (TOPographic Kinematic APproximation and Integration).  

Rational method 

Q = C X I X A 

Flash flood 

  forecast 



Create Archive of past flash floods  



Thank you for your attention 

http://www.meteo.bg 
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